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List maker 2 in 1 kumikreator instructions



©2020 Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. It seems like a stupid question, we know, but we want the robot to leave Walmart.ca! Now you can create an amazing and complex bracelet and necklace with Cool Maker 2 in 1 Kumi Kreator, this device is fun and easy to use, perfect for making friendship
bracelets with your BFFs, everything you need included in this set, choose a style from the design book or you can create your own! What is it? When the original KumiKreator was released last year, it was originally only to make a friendship bracelet in Japanese Kumihomo style, but with
Cool Maker 2-in-1 KumiKreator, now children can make spiral bracelets and necklaces with one machine, and it's very easy to do. There are enough supplies for making five bracelets and two necklaces, and you can choose from seven different styles. What makes this very simple is the
KumiKreator machine, you load the spool of the thread into the machine according to the style of your choice or the style of your own design. Once the spool has been secured in the holder and the string is pulled up and stuck through the purple loop and the white string slot, you are ready
to go. Press the white tab on the KumiKreator arm and rotate the handle to see the spool of the thread rotated around as a braid. But the instructions are very clear about what you need to do. For the necklace, you can add a tassel created by inserting a trimmed string, ending it from the
necklace into the tassel base and clicking on the charm on top. Tassel charms then get strung on the necklace. Is it fun? Like the original KumiKreator, make a friendship bracelet, and now the necklace is easy. Children will like a variety of knitted designs that they can create, as well as the
ability to wear and show off their DIY accessories. Of course, setting everything takes a little time and patience, but once you start rotating the handle and watching your bracelet or braid your necklace in front of your eyes, everything will be worth it. For whom? This new KumiKreator is
suitable for creative children aged 8 and over. Things to watch out for The kit consists of Cool Maker KumiKreator, 60 Spool, seven needle skunks, 14 tip caps, two tassel charms, two tassel bases, two clasp sticker sheets, two design books, a measurement guide, and instructions. A
separate refill product is available.  © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates
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